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Robert Monroe  00:01 

this is Robert Monroe speaking here is the second of the explorer recordings and i hope you 

find it as interesting as we did it is a continuation of the one we have coded rmc at this point 

some eight sessions later she is more at ease with the techniques she is learning from her new 

friends and this has shown in the greater confidence expressed in her reporting incidentally in 

the original recordings were not made with public release in mind so the quality will vary from 

time to time also the unusual sound surges heard on the tape are on the original and have not 

yet been completely identified again we offer it to you without our evaluation they will come 

later after you have had time to examine it carefully we pick up the session now where our mc 

is well into focus 12 

 

ROMC  01:10 

coming up my balloon it's still the same woman but it changed shapes a little bit it's a little 

closer around me but it's still it's still in touch with i get to arrow inside to to sort of float around 

and there's nice breathing space it's like i've come up on up on top of a plateau now which is 

come up through some sort of something that this balloon was sitting in and now i'm up on top 

which is a clear like there's no limitations up there that's happened to 12 i see it's got all 12 got 

all the helmet with the 12 on it and an algo be like i'm going to be put through some some 

some fast speed type of programs where i'm going to be shot into some different types of 

objects of different consistency but i'm going to find it inside i've been told even though i'm shot 

into different like in the metals and probably made into the earth and different things i'm going 

to be completely in control going to be completely the same breathing level and nothing's going 

to change even though things outside we're going to be going through very very very very 

rapid but there's inside this capsule it's like a capsule mouth sort of going from a balloon to like 

a tighter capsule and the balloon is still there but it's like put in a capsule so i'm going to going 

to be shot into rapid speed into certain areas so i'm going to just see now where i'm going to 

go what's going to happen 

 

ROMC  03:22 

it's all i can see through it like a plastic so i'm supposed to be observing everything i'm going to 

be doing while i'm going very rapidly but it's got to be rapid but also feel the feeling of 

smoothness calmness and now fast movement okay see i'm sort of like on a like a little incline 

and i can see myself quite see myself lying in this and okay it's been ignited with cisco go 

shoot off here in just a minute okay it's like it's gone from on our way now i feel i got rapid 



 
 

movement scrying shooting out through server just like shooting out to space out for a while i 

could see thanks  

 

ROMC  04:30 

bye bye okay it looks like almost i've got turn around now and i'm going to come back come 

back towards the earth and shoot right into the earth it's not gonna faze me the least Coming 

back, I can see the balls to the earth, I'm gonna come coming at it real rapid speed. Chase like 

it, come to it. And even when I've hit it, it's just didn't even I don't even feel it. Okay, now it's 

sort of breaking through layers. Going through different layers of the earth. I could see it's 

getting warm around me, but I'm not, I'm not warmed up getting into the center part of the earth 

like molten lava. But I'm completely protected, there's no, no problem. I'm just being shown 

that no matter where I go, I'm gonna be completely protected. gas. So all kinds of gases there, 

it's just, it's just really, really hard I could tell from this part, but I don't feel the heat. I could 

sense that it's hot and can see it.  

 

ROMC  06:16 

Gonna sort of float around inside here for a while. Seems like right in the middle though, 

there's a vacuum. And we get right in the middle. Sort of a vacuum where there isn't any 

molten or fire or anything. Like it's almost cooler certain level there. Key now right there right at 

center like in the center of the earth. And I'm gonna just go spin around, just head over heels 

just right in one spot now doling out that energy spinning spinning. And I just could feel sparks 

and light and getting real energized. And then at one stage is going to shoot back out through 

the earth.  

 

ROMC  07:39 

It's almost like I mean, just, it's funny. It's like the earth but yet it is almost like it's in just one 

little atom. I could just sell see that the earth is just one little, teeny tiny atom and a whole 

whole big cosmos. Just one little atom. And this rally inside deadhead I could see the different 

parts of this atom. spinning back around and I'm going to shoot out another direction. Coming 

up very rapidly now like I've come up to the ocean. I went into an earth Park and I would come 

up to an Ocean Park. It's just really beautiful. I could see fish. I could see I could see a whale. 

It's cooling off my capsule on the outside. I see I see. like looking at from it like it looks like 

everything outside is a rainbow. It's really nice and cool. I'm gonna just stay down here for a 

while. The capsules gonna serve just around for it goes out.  

 

ROMC  09:15 

gonna float around like a submarine. pretty dark down here at the lower part. Kind of get up a 

little lighter. Rarely so pretty kind of fish all colored. Real pretty colors floating by. Sea shark 

round off dolphin. I feel completely safe and just enjoying everything inside this capsule now. 



 
 

Going on to come on out the surface. Like I'm coming out now the Pacific Ocean I see. It's 

really nice and warm. Look around. See some islands now I'm just going to fly on out.  

 

ROMC  10:24 

See some islands. Now I'm just going to go on further out. Things starting to look small again. 

Okay, now sudden I'm back on my launching pad. I say go send me somewhere else. Okay, 

that's interesting. As always sudden the shape of my capsules go change, it's like it's being 

molded. It's being molded into a circle, complete circle and I'm sitting up and now I'm just sort 

of rounded Ryan inside of it. So that I can before I was lying down, it was like a board going 

very, very fast. But I feel completely calm and cool, relaxed inside. Okay, I'm coming up to 

where it's real light. Okay, I'm out in the light now. And I'm spinning out in space. Like I'm 

heading towards star now is the sun I could see this star the sun getting closer and closer and 

closer, kind of a very fast rolling over and over and over but I could still see it getting up close 

to this booze getting into the the clothes into the this is like a star like the Sun is getting so big 

now like I just feel I'm aware of the heat around but yet it's not affecting me. It's getting very, 

very bright. And my capsule is sort of turning a different shade of green to set out so there's 

bright bright light. Okay, now I'm speaking very, very rapidly into this hot hot molten molten 

NuSTAR who is so bright that as it gets brighter, my first capsules getting darker and I could 

see just nothing but gas and fire and prairie bright. But now all of a sudden, I could see all 

kinds of colors. I'm going through various spectrums of the sun. I'm shooting to this is a sign it. 

Oh, I see I'm going to shoot through, gotten into a red vein. Inside this. It's nice. I've sort of 

gotten into that error. Thanks turn red now, shooting all through this. Staying into the red lane. 

It's like being in a red tunnel to shooting very rapidly to it. It's like I know I'm in one in the 

center. Now I'm gonna hit another part of this spectrum. It's like being so close inside it just I'm 

just really on these beams sendings now I'm in a nice blue one. So cool, nice. It's really 

beautiful driving right along real fast and seeing things move outside.  

 

ROMC  14:45 

All in blue. I'm gonna get into like an orangish brown one. rolling a phony orangish brown bean 

generally a bright orange real real right i've gotten out of the browns fairly nice okay we get 

some yellow coming into bright yellow one is rolling over and over but at the same time i don't 

it's the ball i mean turns over and over but i don't seem to turn over i could still see everything 

just i stay i stay up right.  

 

ROMC  15:55 

just now i'm starting sideways around this whole big ball this this sun like i'm just gonna take a 

take a ride around it and that's gonna say is going the other direction so it's gonna sort of let 

me do all the color spectrums just gone around then it's like being in some sort of a fare or 

something i can hear music merry go round is going around just enjoying everything now 

inside it's like inside this the star the sun i am saying it's a beautiful garden my goodness very 



 
 

was sort of floating around now over some fantastic garden very unusual bright colors so bright 

sort of brighter colors i've ever seen before bright greens or colors of shades of greens and 

acrc flowers have real bright shades very very nice i'm told i'm gonna be able to step out i get 

to sit on some of these some of this foliage foliage and some of these leaves and i'm gonna 

get a different kind of energizing now because it's all calm around me and i'm gonna step out 

they're gonna open door i get a step out now i'm standing on a huge huge leaf and just in the 

cover this leaf is a little pool of ashes just like a little drop of water but i'm small enough it's like 

a pool so i step out and just got to step into this nice pool there a blue water just as blue is 

gonna be oh i just want to get immersed right into it just i'm just completely immersed in this 

blue pool now have water just so feel so good and now it's like it's almost like it's not water but 

it is water it's just got a lot of energy i could just under the surface and i could still breathe and 

it doesn't even affect me cheerful beautiful wonderful wonderful cool calm relaxing and it's 

funny the colors even in the water changing in this little pool it's on this big big leaf it's now it's 

changing into sort of a turquoise and i just get i get different vibrations from the change in this 

water really nice i could feel my whole body tingle it's so cool and nice and i just sort of just 

float around in this water feel so good okay now i can't stay here too long So other things I've 

got to do, I can't relax and enjoy myself too much right now. I can go on. Okay. Now I've sort of 

been floating around in in this is like a gigantic a garden. I'm just like a little. I'm just like a little 

nymphadora. diva. And jumping around. I've found a great big flower, a beautiful white flower. 

It's like a morning, Morning Glory. It's morning glory. Oh, I've just I'm staying right now. I'm just 

sort of dragged on to this. And it's just so big, but I'm really a little standing right in the like a 

cave, but it's a flower. So I'm standing. It's all whites beautiful. But it feels so good. When I 

stepped down on it just so soft. And just straight. The pollen is just soft, and I sort of bounced 

around in it. Oh, now I'm gonna walk in like a cave. I'm gonna walk inside this beautiful flower. 

It's sort of like, because they're Morning Glory or something, Lily of the Valley, something like 

that. So walking inside it. Oh. Wonderful smell now starting to get a smell. Fantastic.  

 

ROMC  21:39 

Smells such a great smell. See such a great smell. It makes me float just to smell that smell. 

So now as I walk inside this flower, I could see the insides of it. Let's say it's beautiful. I just 

brush against the different parts of the flower that there's just so soft and everything feels like a 

different texture. And as I touch it is I even touch parts of the flower just it gives me energy and 

I feel I feel so light. And it's cleansing and refreshing. It's a beautiful white flower inside. So the 

the, what do you call the inside to flower it's got this yellow. It's like a yellow pollen and yellow 

stands inside. So I'm gonna get on get on one of these stems inside and I'm just gonna, I'm 

going to slide down it, see where I go. Okay, and I'm sliding down My goodness. I mean, I 

mean, like gone back into a cave, but it's a lower stem of the flower. I'm going to see where I'm 

going to come out. I'm sliding down. Oh, it's all green here. Ooh, it's cool. And the it's like being 

on a it's just there's it's sort of water inside and now I'm sliding down very rapidly. cannot come 

down to the bottom the base of this particular flower please it comes down to the vase I've 



 
 

come out in the bottom like I'm in the the earth now. And that's a good feeling because I'm 

down in the earth I'm it's brown course. And then there's some dark, deep, deep black soil. 

That feels good. This brown soil is black soil. It's so rich. And it colors are so so. So fluid. Now 

I'm just sort of gonna float around in his soil. Okay. Now the soils even turning a little bit of a 

different color.  

 

ROMC  24:56 

Orangish Brown. It's like me saying his changes colors, according it's scatter vibration and it 

just it pulsates. And as it fades, it changes colors. And of yours is even doing that it's a 

pulsating. Like I get into the rhythm of the pulsating, and it just is a very good feeling to just be 

in the rhythm with this. Let's see, I think I would come off out of this earth now. Now I'm down 

on the ground, I'm going to walk around in this huge, huge, huge, huge garden. It's the most 

magnificent place I've ever seen. Okay, walking around. Greens are crystal greens. And when 

there's a drop of water on one of the leaves, it's like a crystal ball. I walk up to this one life is 

just so beautiful. I got a look into this drop of water is so crystal clear it sparkles. And is like 

look, look at this, in it this like looking into a crystal ball, but it's a crystal just a drop of water. 

It's pulsating, and I can look at it.  

 

ROMC  26:31 

I could see myself I could see myself but I could just look behind me and I could see that 

there's interesting I never noticed it but from looking into this little trough of water, which is a 

crystal crystal clear, pulsating little bit of life. I could see myself up behind me I could see a 

glowing kind of city as this backup on the hill just glowing. Very beautiful. Beautiful. It's all of a 

texture of of light, like a light. But it's so bright that I can't even look on it. I have to look at it 

through this. Look at it to this little little drop of water this crystal I see that I can see. It's almost 

like it tells the future in the past by looking into this because it's pulsating like a crystal ball. I 

mean, it's what I mean not even like a crystal ball. It's just pulsating with life and light. See, I 

get to see different different almost, I suddenly got into different parts of myself. I can see it 

here this throb of excitement around me and this beautiful girl as I'm just watching her and 

following her just a little bit to see what she's doing she's she's I can see you're playing a type 

of an instrument week instrument singing her voice is carrying out over this patio. And she's 

singing for several several other like Greek people dressed in Greek outfits or sitting out in the 

garden and she sings I could see like a different kind of a harp like instrument but not quite as 

long strings it's it's got a it's just a little difference not like a heartbeat you could hold it in your 

hand and she's singing and I realize it She's like a quirky she has she's a part of this temple 

she's sort of favored she's just like she she's a sermon so to speak, but she's she's but she 

she has special kind of privileges as well. I think that she might be actually realized this is 

probably a temple prostitute. But she's one of the more privileged because she has to proceed. 

She's able to use her other talents and abilities and, and is entertaining with her voice and is 

appreciated more in for her beauty but for her her voice and what she can share. And now as I 



 
 

could step aside and watch the setting, I see that this situation is the soul this person had to 

learn to learn more, more obedience, he had to learn to be in a situation where she had to, to 

grow in basis strong, strong willed, I had to learn a type of sharing and sensitivity. She was 

actually she was very, very sensitive person and was appreciated because she was able to fit 

right into the situation. And she just she she didn't live too long in this lifetime, it seems that 

she see died fairly early age of seems like some type of a disease but yet it was it was just a 

fulfilling lifetime. She was less lonely because she was using her abilities. Now I'm back still 

looking okay into this.  

 

ROMC  31:33 

Looking into this data water again, I'm standing looking. I gotta go on. One more. One more 

trip. Now I'm going to one last look into this. One last look into this. Okay. I can say it's like it's, 

I could see another era I could see up face of like, I can see a Sphinx. Like Faggin, Egypt, 

again, is thriving, there are all people around just lots of people dressed in beautiful beautiful 

robes and life being down at the heart of New York City people are just milling around and and 

walking around working.  

 

ROMC  32:49 

Very, very active, are say there. process of building a tie for the pyramid is for one of the kings 

that were familiar we all work for is for the king. Kind of like this. And they might get gifts and 

they might gammon ham and hotep or something. I could see that names just written over the 

door. And they're building their planning and he's young. I could sense they're saying I hear 

them and talking. He's a young king at this time, but they are going to have to plan to build this 

for him for his burial for his burial. And it saves that I'm I'm I'm there representing someone that 

works with the king. Because I have to see that all the right things get into this. Get into this 

Qantas is. But it seems like the tomb has to be used for other things before it's going to be a 

tomb. And that's why it must be built must be built early in the reign of this king. And I could 

see that there are many, many, many people working many other servants at work for for this 

for this cane, and we're all helping to sort of like eternal life where we're helping to bring 

eternal life. So to speak to this. This King hopes hopes to be able to find the secret to eternal 

life because he feels that if he plans it right he vote he won't have to die. ceremonies are 

planned for this as it's being built for each and every part of it this is going to be filmed there 

will be special type of ceremony that's going to be be done there's so much here to say that i 

am not going to be able to finish i have to come back and study this because it's an important 

lifetime here that where there are aspects of the importance study and to the nature of reality 

but i'll come back to this i'm back in my garden looking i did not i didn't die i'm going to tap back 

in another time into this lifetime to get some important guidance and help and i now back in the 

garden looking looking at this looking into this slow trough of water pianos it's that good smell 

that wonderful smell a garden around me it's so refreshing just such a great great feeling and i 

feel i have to go and i really don't want to go and i'd take one look again into i could see the 



 
 

reflection again in the background at beautiful beautiful city of light is just gleams back on the 

hill but again it's so bright i can only look at it the reflection of it but now i just kind of put my 

hand up region just to touch that dollar drop of water because to get energized i just feel so 

good now just to read and touch it because i know that i have to go and i realize i'm gonna 

have to get back into my little bubble bubble bubble is coming around flowing down to me and 

i'm gonna have to crawl back in it as much as i hate to go because it's been a real good 

experience getting buckled down back into my seat belt buckle down and the doors closing 

and i've put my helmet back on because i'd taken it off it was so nice in his garden now starting 

to roll over and a roller is gonna lift up and i started to move out out from this really shimmery 

beautiful garden area and now i'm going to go back out because it was in the middle of star like 

a sun i had to circle around as i was going to circle around and sort of rolled over and taken a 

look at one last look at this beautiful area for i could only see the garden but now i've got full of 

like astronauts that are ready to leave i can just see the goodies and gleaming kind of a title 

city but the buildings still even look like our buildings because they're they're just made of light 

like it's just glows a light and i can't i can't see anything else i started to get away from it and so 

i'm in my own molecule and i'm gonna leave circling back rolling over and over but yet my seat 

i stay upright is going very very rapidly very very rapidly very fast coming back it's like they 

don't like being fast like being so nice who am i oh rocket and come back coming back into the 

earth i guess see the earth down below me it's real looks good okay just centering down now 

coming back into his seal virginia law whole state and i'm just sorry back down right down on 

afton this back where i started from oh i feel like i could put on 10 leg boots and jump all over 

all over the universe as good as a good experience I don't remember seeing anyone around. 

It's just like I was, like, you know, things were done like I was the capsule was shot off. And I 

was dropped down on the little, the little when it's time to leave that little capsule came down 

but I remember seeing any other person. It's strange just like I saw flowers and all this and it's 

like the slight city and that the only persons I saw were aspects of myself. 

 

Robert Monroe  40:32 

Well, perhaps now you can appreciate some of the attractions of becoming and being an 

explorer. I hope you enjoyed this particular session. 


